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In the Roman world, leather was used for a multitude of purposes, and it
specifically played a key role in footwear This chapter will focus on the
economy of footwear and will analyse the remarkable similarities,
the empire, in both the final products and the technologies used in
them. Globalization is too fraught a concept, but there does seem to
integration to the extent that travellers would be familiar with most of the
footwear displayed on market stalls wherever they went (Figs 6.1 and 6.7).1
Regional differences may have persisted to a degree-certain forms of
in Egypt, for instance, or a preference for single-piece shoes (so-called carba-
tinae) in Germany-but craftsmen everywhere seem to have been able to
participate in an empire-wide dialogue that comes close to our concept
'fashion', in the sense of the contemporaneous stylistic development of cloth-
ing accessories âcross a wide geographical area and available to almost
social classes.2
The archaeological record is somewhat uneven in that finds tend to be con-
centrated at military settlements and in the frontier regions, while comparative
material from the civilian hinterland is distressingly scarce. Nevertheless, in
adclition to a number of huge complexes, there are sufficient scattered finds to
I Woolf (1998: 169 ff.) also emphasizes the role of common 'goods' in the development of
provincial cultule.2 For dating and developrnent, see van Driel-Murray (2001b). The term carbatinae is one of
convenietlce r"rsecl by archaeologists to identif footwear made of a single piece of leather, seamed at
the back, oftype without modern equivalents (Fig.6.1, nos 10, 20, 25). For details ofmanufacture
arrd shoe styles, see van l)riel-Murray (200ta) and Volken (20i4). See also Goldman (1994) anð
l.eguilloux (2004), which ir,cludes Egyptian material,
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Fig.6.l. Selection of Roman footlvear, from first century eo (top left) to fourth
century (bottom right). Image Carol van Driel-Murray.
confirm that footwear was easily available, widely used, and readily discarded by
both urban ancl rural populaiions (see Table6.l). It was not a scarce and
luxurious good, available only to the rich: indeed, footwear gave people of modest
tneans a way of exhibiting individualit¡ taste, and style. As such it is not only the
craftsmen but also the consumers who need to be taken into account when
attempting to explain the remarkable similarities in the surviving material.
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INTEGRATION
Images on coinage may have introduced the provincial population to elite
hairstyles, but how did shoemakers acquire the knowledge of the latest moclels
and the special technologies used to make them? That the caligae worn by
Roman soldiers in Augustan Mainz are similar to those left by legionaries at
Qasr Ibrim or Didymoi in Egypt is perhaps explicable in terms of military
manufacturing conventions (Fig. 6.1, no. 4), but other parallels are more
intriguing.3 with remarkable perspicacity, Martine Leguilloux recognized
that a small fragment from Didymoi resembles a child's sandal from a barrack
room in vindolanda (Fig.6.2).4 Identical shoes, of an infrequent and compli-
cated pattern, appearing at the extreme north and the extreme south of the
empire might suggest the movement of an individual, but this instance is by no
means unique. Also recorded from Didymoi are frontlaced shoes with frilled
edges (style designation: Irthing, Fig.6.3), well known in north Britain in the
Antonine period, as well a,s the slightly later shoes with integral laces of style
Geltsdale (Fig. 6.1, no. l6).5 Many more examples from Egypt or the Near East
that happen to find their way into the published record can be paralleled in
northern Europe, suggesting a considerable degree of uniformity in footwear
Fig.6.2. child's sandal from vindolancla periocl IV (scale r:3). Image: carol van
Drìel-Murray.
r Van Drief -Mtrrray ( I 985; 1999a: 2001a: 362-4).a Leguilloux (200ó: 31, fig. 9); van Driel-Murray (1998: fig, 5).
' For ease of identification, cornmon shoe styles are uamed alier a settlemerlt site or â location
near a characteristic ñnd spot: van Driel-Muray (2t0lb)l Volken (2014: 78-9). Irthing: Leguilloux(2006: pl. 26, no. 135), cf charlesworth and rhornron (1973: tto.5). Geltsdale: teguilìoui lzooø:
pl. 26, no. 134) (laces snapped); cf van Driel-Murray (2001a;366-7). In all these caies, o, with the
caligøe, there are sufficient dilferences for local n¡anufacture to be certain.
ù
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design and technology throughout the Roman period. Connections over vast
regions are even more pronounced in the case of sandals. Not only do the
shapes, decorative motifs, and quite complex details of manufacturing tech-
nology appear in every province, but the entire trajectory ofstylistic develop-
ment also runs parallel throughout the empire. Thus the exaggerated shape of
sandals after the second quarter of the third century can be paralleled at
nuÍrerous sites all over the empire, from remote villas in the Yorkshire
Wolds to North Africa (see Fig.6.8).6
Remarkable expressions of what might be called Zeitgeist are the patterns in
which shoe nails are arranged. Basically, the nails serve to hold the shoe
construction together and to reinforce the sole, but shoemakers regularly
embellished their work with elaborate, non-essential decorative patterns
(Fig.6.5). Some, like tridents and swastikas, occur fairly regularly, but others
are quite restricted in their popularity Thus diamonds tend to occur after
;rD 150, elaborate tendrils appear after eo 170, S's after c.190, big asymmetrical
Fig. 6.3. Shoe style Irthing from Didymoi, Egypt. Image: Carol van Driel-Murray after
Leguilloux (2006: pl. 26).
Fig.6.4. Shoe style lrthing from Hardknott UK. Image: Charlesworth ancl Thornton
(1973: frg.5). Not to scale.
6 Duntrabirr (1990); Mould (1990), van Driel-Murray (2001b: ñg. 3).
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Fig. 6.5, Diagrammatic selection of nailing patterns. Image: Carol van
S-shapes c. to 22A-30, while groups of triple nails are characteristic of
second half of the third and early fourth centuries.T These are not random
momentary inspirations: people evidently drew on common experiences that
could be expressed in a tangible form. Whatever the actual meaning of the
symbolism, or the methods by which this knowledge was communicated,
the choices made clearly involve the mechanisms of production as well as
the desires of consumers.
LEATHER PRODUCTION AS AN ALIEN TECHNOLOGY
In the northern provinces, the Roman Conquest marked a distinct change in
leatherworking practices. Not only was the method of vegetable-tanning intro-
duced as a new procedure, but an entire package ofnovel products appeared,
together with the speciûc technologies associated with their manufacture.s There
was a considerable increase in the scale of leather production, and procedures
7 Van Driel-Murray (1999b: fig. l).
' Groenman-van Waateringe (1967);vanDriel-Murray (2001a:345-8;2008)i Winterbottom(200e).
+
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Fig. 6.6. Vindolanda: off-cut stamped with C(oh). IX Bat(avorum) (scale l:3). Image:
Carol van Driel-Murray.
became more complex and time-consuming. Newly introduced, alien technolo-
gies often remain divorced from the pre-existing economic structures, and retain
their separate organization primarily on account of capital investment and the
restriction of technical knowledge.e In the case of tanning, we may also be seeing
a shift from female-controlled skin-processing to male-dominated large-scale
manufacturing, which would further dislocate native practices.
Although tannery structures have been identifiecl in the cities of Roman ltaly,
north of the Alps tanning was not an urban industry. as a newly introduced
technology, operations could be freely sited in the most appropriate location,
and the economic rationale for organization may well differ from what we
would expect on the basis of medieval and early modern practice.ro For instance,
separating operations such as flaying and initial cleansing from the actual
tanning process may have made economic sense, in order to maximize the
extraction of what we would now deem 'waste products' Recuperating horn,
sinew, hair, and glue in addition to the hides would affect not only the location
of the industry but also the nature of the waste left over. This is perhaps why it is
so very difficult to identify tannery locations in the archaeological record.rr
The military demand for leather goods-footwear, tents, covers of all kinds,
horse gear-was vast, and the introduction of tanning was initially geared exclu-
sively to military supply 12 The imposition of taxes in kind, such as the cowhide
t¿x levied on the Frisians, drew raw materials from underdeveloped regions for
processing in the more stable hintedand, and, though soldiers may have been
e Bennett (1996:82-4).
r0 On tannery stntctures in Roman Italy, see Leguilloux (2002).rr Vanderhoéverr arrcl Eruyrrck (2007); van Driei-Murray (201l).
'' Groenman-van Waateringe (1967):van Driel-ùIurray (1993); Winterbottom (2009).
Clx¡
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involved in preparing the hides for transport, tanning (in contrast to shoemaking)
was not carried out at the forts themselves.rs Tanning seens always to have
remained in the hands of large operators-it is a capital-intensive industry, where
investments are tied up for several years, and it also requires a well-organized
infrastructure with secure and continuous supplies of hides and other raw
materials. The organization of the process and the installations involved also
imply an increase in the scale of production and the availabiliry of leather, thus
further stimulating its use. Presumably only major entrepreneurs would have the
managerial skills and financial resources to do this, but details of tannery organ-
ization are obscure. It may be significant that the so-called tanners' stamps on
hides are generally in the tria nomina form, but examples are relatively infrequent,
and there is so little duplícation that extreme consolidation is unlikely.ra Indeed, it
is strange that such a major industry has left so little epigraphic or iconographic
evidence, and I sometimes wonder whether major estate-owners controlled the
entire chain of actMties, from slaughter to glue making, using their own person-
nel, but perhaps putting ceftain activities, like tanning itself, out to specialists.
T.ikewise, the Cohors IX Batavorum, stationed at Vindolanda, seems to have
retained administrative control of hides taken from its own food animals, putting
them out to l¡e tanned by non-military entrepreneurs (Fig.6.6).15 Exactly how a
new industry is established, and how the transition from military to civilian
control occurs, are difficult to track archaeologically However, here an analogy
with the introduction of vegetable tanning in sub-Saharan Africa maybe instruct-
ive. In this region, the spread of leather technology was closely associated with that
of Islam, and the first tanners were brought to Niger in the 1850s as slaves of the
sultan. As freed men, they later worked in the households of the great pre-colonial
merchants; as a result, leatherworkers and tanners still continue to be regarded as
outsiders.16 The restriction of knowledge to select groups might account for the
loss of tanning technology in the northern provinces, as Roman influence waned
in the fourth century.
CRAFTSMEN AND PRODUCERS
Archaeologically, shoemakers' workplaces are practically invisible: the tools
are simple, and the proclucts are sold and dispersed-all that is left is the
characteristic refuse, srnall snippets ofleather that reveal the presence ofshoe-
makers at settlements of all kinds: urban, military, and roadside settlements
(vici), and even some rural locations. The mass market in Rome may have
encouraged considerable specialization, but modern re-enactors have
rr V¡n Driel-Murray ( t985, 2008). ¡a Van Driel-Mvrray (1977).
r5 Van Driel-Murray ( 1993: 64-5, figs 26-7). 16 Arnoultl (1984: 137).
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convincingly demonstrated that a competent craftsman is quite capable of
producing the full range of footwear, from cork-soled slippers to nailed boots,
using the same basic toolkit.rT Shoemakers in the mining community at Vipasca
were expected to supply varied footwear styles as well as their own hobnails as
part of their concession, and failure to do so meant clients were free to take their
custom elsewhere.rs The small provincial town at Nijmegen (IJlpiaNoviomagus)
$ras able to support a professional association of shoemakers, which suggests the
presence of a number of independent craftsmen, while rather enigmatic, ofûcial-
looking stamps on late-second-century ¡o sandals and slippers in the Rhineland
also hint at craftsmen working in some sort of corporate organization (see
Fig.6.10, right).te Details of organizational structures are elusive, and it is here
that one could perhaps expect the differences between the northern provinces
ancl the Mediterranean areas to be most marked.
This all tends to suggest a lack of product specialization, but whether
rhese individuals worked alone or were collected into larger workplaces must
remain open. Perhaps too much conditioned by medieval analogies and literary
conventions, we frequently envisage the shoemaker as a humble, poverty-
stricken, yet independent and argumentative figure.2o Nevertheless, the appar-
ent personal links recorded between wealthy families and freedmen involved in
shoemaking in Pizzone and Ostia are a salutary reminder that, in a society with
slaves, freedmen, and-in the northern provinces-tribal dependants, lärger-
scale organizations are certainly conceivable, particularly when the technology
had been introduced to new regions in the wake of military conquest.2r In many
cases, tombstones with depictions of craftsmen in all probability commemorate
entrepreneurs controlling the activity rather than the workers themselves, with
symbolic vignettes illustrating the trade concerned.22 Bringing craftsmen together
could lead to specialization and economies of scale, but individual shoemakers
would have the advantage of flexibility, and, perhaps, innovation. Nevertheless,
the contrast between the ubiquity of shoemakers' off-cuts, the scarcity of shoe-
makers' tombstones, and the remarkable lack of memorials to tanners suggests
consiclerable caution in the interpretation of this sort of evidence.
Without clocumentation, degrees of dependency cannot be reconstructed
from finds alone. Moreover, shoemaking and cobbling are mobile trades relying
more on the skill of the craftsman than a complex toolkit or fixed installations,
ancl are therefore easily taken up by individuals seeking means of support. On the
r7 AslvorLawtondemonstratedvivi<llyin200TinthearchaeologicalparkatXanten.Seealso
Vtilken (2008,20t4). On specializatíon i¡r Rome, see Leguilloux (2004: tableru IIA).
'n Donrergue (19S3). 
^. 
r') Van Driel-Mvrray (lÕ77:2001a:33,3g-9, ñgs 2-3 and 26c).
'u t-iru (1967). rr De'Spagnolis (2000: 7l-3).22 Such as the well-dressecl Se'ptñnia Stratonice, wúo flourishes what seems to be a last or a
slroe¡¡raker's a¡rvil as a trade symbol (cil. 14, suppl. 4698), while the sarcophagus cledicated to
-['- 
t'l¿vit¡s 'l'rophittrus try friends wilh links to Piz;zòne depicts both shoemaking"ancl the trvining
of flax or tendons. Ziurmer (1982: rros 47-52);van DriellMurray (200g:491).
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other hand, dependent craftsmen answering to a distant master, and the personal
networks of slaves and freedmen acting as agents abroad, would enable the rapid
dissemination of new ideas and technological information.z3 Furthermore, the
widespread use ofpapyrus patterns in the Egyptian textile industry raises the
intriguing possibility of the more general existence of craftsmen's workbooks
with details of manufacturing technology'n Parallel modes of
applicable to both free and dependent labour, may be found in apprenticeships.2s
Apprenticeships outside the famil¡ coupled to the mobility of trained craftsmen
in order to reduce competition in their home town, provide a dynamic
for transmission of ideas. There is likely to be considerable diversity in
practice, with operators acting at different levels of complexity Regional markets
also provide an environment for communication and competition, with crafts-
men from different areas coming together to offer their wares for sale, interacting
with each other as well as with clients.
CONSUMERISM
All military camps on the frontiers-legionary as well as auxiliary-were self-
suffrcient in footwear manufacture, and it is a small step to seeing ex-
servicemen as the initiators of this craft in the new provinces. The role of
military shoemakers may also explain the overwhelming preference for nailed
footwear in the northern provinces (Table6.l). Though evidence is not par-
ticularþ abundant, in the Mediterranean and Ëgypt civilian footwear is
Table6.l. Shoe types per site
Site Carbatina Sewn Sanclal Nailed
(Yo)
Slipper Total no.
(o/o) (vù(^)(o/")
Vindolanda Vi
Vindolanda 7/8
London NFW
Voorburg
Valkenburg Marktveld
Welzheim
Saalburg
5
I
2
6
1.5
24
r8
2
J
2
0
1
5
?
5
5
ll
4
1.5
6
t2
5
12
26
15
t3
8
l0
83
72
59
75
83
57
60
333
365
r29
lll
304
177
262
soø¡ces: Vindolanda: van Driel-Murray (200ib: 187); saalburg: Busch (1965); welzheim: van DrielMurray
(1999c); London: Macconnoran (t98ó); v¿¡lkenburg: Hoevenberg (1993); voorburg: van Driel-Murray,
Pollmann, and Richter (2014), The sites are not all quantified in the same way, though it may be assumed
that each author is consistent. The totals for the Saalburg have been corrected to account for fragmentation.
23 Broekaert, Chapter 10, this volume.
2s Freu, Chapter 8, this volume.
24 Stauffer (2008).
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generally soft soled, ancl only certain forms of heavy-duty footwear-as worn
by soldiers or labourers-had the additional hobnails. But north of the Alps,
shoes and sandals with nailed soles are the norm, even for very young children,
and remain so until the fourth century
Civilian settlements foundecl in Britain soon after conquest already reveal a
rapid uptake of new footwear types, all radically different in style and tech-
nology from the footwear of the lron Age communities and by the mid-second
century even quite remote areâs were obtaining Roman-style shoes and boots.
On the continent the process is completed rather earlier, and it seems as
though it takes about three generations from the earliest introduction in
towns and military settlements to general availability in rural areas.
The population at large was being offered an unprecedented choice of
desirable novelties, a situation not repeated till the'consumer revolution' of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Fig. ó.7). Kevin Greene has shown
the potential of applying the concept of 'consumerism' to Roman material
culture, drawing the wishes of the consumer into explanations for techno-
logical innovation in craft production.26
Roman footwear of the first three centuries AD answers all the consumerist
cdteria. In the northern provinces, for the first time, a simple desire for
novelties becomes visible in the basic apparel of a wide segment of the
population. The adoption is not just a matter of improved quality. shoes are
indeed better made and longer lasting than previousl¡ but they are above all
extremely attractive and varied (Figs 6.1 and 6.7). Hallmarks of consumerism
Fig. 6.7 A choice of fourth-century shoes from Cuijk (reproductions made by Olaf
Goubitz 2004). Image: Carol van Driel-Murray.
26 Greene (2007 2008)
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Fig. 6.8. Dated sequence ofchanging sandal shapes from Voorburg (The Netherlands),
Image: Carol van Driel-Murray.
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are rapidity of change and inbuilt redunclancy.and this is exactly what we see
in footwear Change is often radical, following classic fashion cycles-high to
low, narrow to broad, rounded toes to pointed-the extremes often being
fbllowed by the disappearance of the style and the emergence of something
compl€tely new Within the general trend there is also ample room for personal
expression. At Voorburg (Forum Hadriani), a small and not very successful
town in the territory o f the Canannefates in Germania Inferior, most men wore
fashionable wide sandals in the 220s and 230s, but a few trend-setters went for
really exaggerated forms-forms that also appear elsewhere across the empire,
as though defining a particular lifestyle (Figs.6.5 and 6.9). These exaggerated
soles are more simply made than earlier sandals: perhaps they were meant to be
wom only briefly during the summer, but a simple construction also allows for
more experimentation and a quicker turnover Renewal of clothing in the
spring (as is suggested by the appearance of springtime astrological symbolism
on third-century sandal soles) may also lie behind the rather abrupt changes in
shape in this period.27
Among the issues emerging in the debate surrounding pre-industrial con-
sumerist behaviour is functional differentiation in material culture. In contrast
to both earlier and later periods, the provincial Roman population had access
C
Fig.6.9. Sandal soles from Voorburg (mid-second century-c. eo 230). hnage:
A. Dekker, Amsterdam Archaeological Centre, University of Amsterdam.
_^1' y1" D_-liel-Murray (I999b: t34,figs 2-3); van Driel-Murray, pollmann, and Richter (2014:723-5, ñ9. tI-10.20)
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Fig. 6.10. De Meern: the boatman's shoes. One of each pair: left, insole of the nailed
shoe; right, sandal (scale l:3). Image Carol van Driel-Murray.
to footwear made for different purposes, and individuals evidently possessed
more than one set of shoes.28 Unsurprisingly, the family of the commander at
Vindolanda possessed a wide range of footwear, but even the boatmen on two
capsized barges in the Rhine aspired to sandals for best wear in addition to
their closed, work shoes (Figs.6.l0-6.t1).2e Simply differentiating footwear
from a number of late second- and earþ third-century sites on the basis of
construction method reveals the extent of consumer choice (Table 6.1). With'
in each technological group further variation in sryle, fastening method, and
decoration was available, allowing the consumer to vary apparel according to
the occasion. The high proportion of single-piece shoes in Germania Superior
contrasts markedly with the scarcity of the form elsewhere at this time, while
sandals increase sharply in popularity in the third century, especially in urban
centres like London. Military sites are characterized by very high (<ZO per
28 Closed shoes, low-cut shoes, boots, sandals, shoes with soft soles or with hobnâíls, slippers,
wooden pattens, single-piece shoes (carbatinae): for the range available at a particular point in
time ¿ìt a single site, see Van Driel-Murray (1999c) (Welzheim).2' Vir¡dolanda: V¿n Driel-Murray (1993: 45-7 frg. l6); Woerclen: Van Driel-Murray (1996:
frg tt-12).
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Fig.6.ll. Woerden: the boatman{lshóes. One of each pair: left, nailed shoe; right,
sandal (scale t:3). Image: Carol van Driel-Murray.
cent) percentages of closed, nailed footwear, but the extent of the accompany-
ing civilian population at some forts, like the Saalburg, is revealed by the more
even distribution across the different types.
The importance of being correctly dressed resonates with studies stressing the
role of gentility, style, and good manners in the consumer revolution of the
eighteenth century Leaving aside the ongoing discussion around'Romanization',
such factors evidently affect any assessment of the depth of Roman influence on
claily life as experienced by the provincial population. At present the provincial
Roman debate is dominated bythe idea of 'elites'stimulating the uptake of Roman
goocls, with acquisition being seen in terms of competition and political status.
But imitation is not necessarily emulation, and the varytngproportions illustrate
rather a sense of community, within which personal display was negotiable.30 In
its recognition of the cumulative power of small inexpensive purchases, consumer
theory is particularly relevant for items like footwear. As spufford shows for the
irrrmediately pre-industrial periocl, such novelties gave people of modest means
the opportunity of expressing both taste and individuality within their own circles.
Even the workers at a remote upland cattle yard at Pontefract (Yorkshire) aspired
to fashionably pointed hobnailed boots, contrasting with a distinct lack of interest
in Roman pottery3t The appearance of Roman-style footwear on rural sites
r0 Woolf ( 1998: 170-t). 3r Var¡ Driel-Murray (2001<1: pl. 9)
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especially reveals a very real diversion of resources towards items of
discarded apparel, something hardly seen at all either in the Iron Age or for
much of the Middle Ages.
While it is widely recognized that clothing and accessories are
constructed commodities, with complex symbolic properties, there is
research into exactly why people purchase some items but not others.
choice dependent on availability (that is, production driven) or does
consumer actually activate the producer?
CONSUMERS
In some circumstances the makers were certainly free to respond to
client demand. At both the Saalburg (late second or early third century)
Cuijk (Netherlands, fourth century) a substantial proportion of the
collection is composed of distinctive styles with parallels in north
and Denmark, which were made for the Germanic mercenaries (and
families) serving at the fort (Fig.6.l, no. 19; Fig.6.7, top right).32 Style
design are foreign, but the materials and technology follow the
traditions of provincial Roman footwear manufacture. Here, the desire
clients to maintain their tribal identity stimulated local craftsmen to add
their repertoire.33
The shoe sizes themselves can tell us something about who was making
purchases. The size distribution of footwear in most Roman settlements
fairly equal proportions of men, women, and children, a pattern comparable
that seen in Late Medieval towns such as Lübeck or London.34 Here,
increasing prominence of children's shoes throughout the Middle Ages is
indicator of prosperity levels and contrasts strongly with prehistoric and
medieval footwear, which is largely conûned to male sizes. Footwear is
actually an essential item of clothing: until quite recent times, women
children went barefoot in rural Ireland and Scotland, while men were shod.
Even though the very poorest remain invisible to us, in the Roman
shoes seem to have been accessible to much of the population: men,
and children alike. This seems to me to be a fairly obvious measure
increasing standards of living and attention to the comfort of the entire
Indeed, the obviously Mediterranean fashion of wearing sandals seems to
been seized upon by women already in the ûrst century ¡o, while men
to wear sandals regularþ only from the later second century ¡o onwards.
32 Busch (1965); van Driel-Murray (2007), 33 Van Driel-Murray (2009: 815-6).
3a Vons-Conús(19S2:ñg.90)iGrewandNeergard(1988:104);vanDriel-Muray(2001a:360-l),
3s Lucas (195ó:353).
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fcrotwear, we can to some extent see gendered responses to Roman consumer
goods. The feminization of consumption is a significant factor in the develop-
rnent of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century production and retail distribu-
tion, and it would certainly be worth investigating other Roman consumption
patterns from this perspective.
MARKETING
Did people simply buy what was on offer? Studies of early modern consumer-
isrr, emphasize the importance of developing communication networks and
retail outlets in making novelties accessible to a wide clientele. Margaret
Spufford, in her sttdy The Great Reclothíng of Rural England, emphasized
the role of chapmen and peddlers in the quite rapid diffusion of novelties in
apparel from urban centres to rural areas and the mechanisms she describes
for the seventeenth century would certainly be applicable to the Roman world.
T'he interesting thing here is that the whole system of suppliers, distributors,
and retailers mediated between producers and consumers. Knowledge of the
most recent developments in fashion and accessories was passed via personal
networks to the country towns and into the rural hinterlands. But, ultimately,
it was the consumer who actually made the choices, thereby affecting the
selection of goods on offer on the chapman's next journey out.
For the Mediterranean area De Ligt has discussed the networks of local and
regional markets and annual festivals that brought consumers and producers
together.3ó This model ofperiodic gatherings for commercial exchange has never
been fully exploited to explain the spread of low-value consumer goods in the
northern provinces, though it would reinforce the signiñcance of rural cult
centres and roadside settlements in the social and economic structures of poorly
urbanized regions. In conjunction with travelling peddlers, even quite remote
areas could connect with international trends. Markets also form the arena for
negotiation between consumer and producer: leatherworkers from different
ethnic groups congregating at weekly markets in West Africa exchange ideas,
and, though distinct ethnic traditions are maintained, Frank observed that
craftsmen are prepared to make anything according to the wishes of the
customer.3T The Germanic-style shoes a ndfibulae manufactured on the Saalburg
are products of similar processes of negotiation, where customer demand pre-
vailed. Shoes may have been made in series and hawked around, but sandals at
any rate seem to have been made individuall¡ and the regular finds of small
ró De Ligt (1993). 17 Frank (i998: l4B-9).
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¿lmounts of offcuts in rural sites from the lnid-seconcl century onwarcls may even
suggest itinerant shoemakers making to order.
However, the interpretation of rural consumer ecouotnies is not so straight-
f<rrward. Indeed, it may be questionecl whether people had free access to I
consumer goocls at all. Many possibly lived in various forns of dependency
ancl may have been constrained, receiving goods only on special occasions or
clirectly through their patron, and landowners rxay have controllecl not only
travel to fàirs and markets, but also the goocls ofïered there, if these were on
their land-as was the case on Russian and Polish serf estates.3s This makes
sonle find contexts harcl to interpret. l,arge numbers of worn-out shoes
dur:rped in wells in, for example, Welzheirn or Tollgate Farm (Staffordshire)
may represent the welcome visit of an itinerant shoemaker, but coulcl just as
well be the resr"rlt of a great re-clothing of estate (or military) personnel.3e
Cornplicating tl-re interpretation of such unusual complexes still ftrrther is the
wic-lespreacl use of footwear in ritual activities, which makes fincls from wells
anc.l water sources sonrewh¿rt suspect f'or simple economic explanations.ao
MO BILITY
The rrrobility of the customers themselves is an issue hardly raised in connec-
tion with consumption patterns, despite the evidence for regular private
travel.ar Incleed, the worn-out boots left by travellers coulcl well have served
as models fbr local crafismen. Occasior-rally individual travellers may be
suspected, and the Germanic-style footwear on military sites such as the
Saalburg and Cuijk (Netherlands) has already been mentioned. Familiarity
with Roman footwear, ancl some actual imports, seern to have influe¡rced shoes
outside the frontier, in Scotland and northern Germany a2 Especially in the
frontier provinces, the influence of the highly mobile military population-
soldiers as well as their families-should not be underestimated in the spread
of ¡rew icleas. Fashion change in the sixteenth century is strongly related to
military movements, and, though the army cannot be the only instigator, the
general impressiou of the appearance of new stimuli at times of high military
mobility does remain. The elaborate nailing and the spreacl of sanclal-wearing
alllollg males at the time of the Marcomannic wars may not be coincidence,
while the profusion of new forms in the first half of the third century is
r8 Domanial nrarkets, cf. cle. l.igt (1993; I56,fì).
re Van Driel-ìvturray (1999c); i'ollgate F¿rnr: Hollis (2011);'t'homas and T'hornas (2012).
'r{) Varr l)riel-Murray (1999b). - 'rI Flandlcy (2011: ll).
r2 llal.l (1972:56-7) wasthefirsttodralatteniiontothis,antl workinprogressonfindsin
variotts trorthern museunrs conñrms the extelìt of influence on native lootwear, particularly in
decorative details.
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suggestive of social as well as political insecurity But such renewal in fashions
can also signal times of social change and increasing competition, and the lack
of cornparative evidence from the Mediterranean regions makes me wary of
such simplistic explanations. Nevertheless, personal mobility, both military
and civilian, must be a factor in the homogenization of fashion consciousness
arrd the development of a communal aesthetic sense.
CONCLUSION
Many scholars dispute whether it is possible to reach the mass of the popu-
lation of the Roman Empire, and, indeed, the poorest will no doubt remain
ever invisible. But consumer theory, developed in relation to the material
legacy of the period immediately before the Industrial Revolution, does offer
the possibility of understanding the motivation of the non-elite and the
influence their individual choices brought to bear on the manufacturing
process. Items of dress such as shoes (but also fibulae, hairpins, and buckles),
widely distributed and easily discarded, offer an insight into the way quite
ordinary people (the 'middling sort' of consumer studies) accessed new idioms
and developed a taste for goods that made them recognizably part of the wider
vprld. They were prepared to divert resources from basic subsistence needs to
obtain ephemeral goods that added to the comfort of themselves and their
farnily as well as enhancing their feelings of self-worth. That international
styles of footwear are so widespread and are found in such large quantities
reveals, I believe, that the Roman impact on technology, craft production, and
personal bearing went far deeper than is often allowed.
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